
Tekoäly = Tukiäly? AI englannin näkökulmasta

Imagine this: you have a robot sidekick that's a wizard in English. That's AI for you in the

realm of learning English. It's like having a buddy who's always ready for a chat, whether it's

about Shakespeare's sonnets or the slang you hear in Hollywood movies. And guess what?

This buddy doesn't mind if you mix up "their" and "there" or if you sometimes sound more

like Yoda than Harry Potter.

But here's the real secret: while AI can guide you through the labyrinth of English grammar

and vocabulary, it's your own dedication and enthusiasm that truly unlocks the language.

With AI, you can practice English without fear of embarrassment, getting instant feedback

and tips. It's like having a personal tutor in your pocket, ready to jump into action anytime,

anywhere.

So, embrace this high-tech help and watch as your English skills skyrocket. You'll soon find

yourself confidently navigating the world of English, impressing everyone with your fluency.

And remember, every step forward, every new word or phrase you master, brings you closer

to being a language champ. Let's make English not just a subject, but a gateway to a world of

opportunities and adventures!

Below there are a few guidelines and links to help you get started.

○ Be positive: Know that AI is a smart machine helping us. Thank the AI when it helps

you with pronunciation, grammar or words.

○ Use AI at learning time: Use AI for English only during set times. Use it for certain

exercises during class, not all the time.

○ Listen to AI advice: Learn how AI informs you about pronunciation and grammar. If

AI corrects your words, listen and say them right.

○ Keep your work private: AI doesn't need to know personal things. Don't tell AI your

address or personal details to keep your learning environment safe.

○ Work with friends: Share AI experiences with classmates, tell your friends when AI

helps you and what you learnt.

○ AI is a helper, not a teacher: AI is like a smart helper, not a teacher replacement. Use

AI to learn, but listen to your teacher, too.

○ Be honest with AI work: AI-made work is for support, not to replace your work.

Indicate what you wrote yourself and how it improved with the help of AI. Don’t feed

AI the work of others. Respect the copyright rules.

○ Know AI's limits: AI works best with topics you already know a bit about.

○ AI is not the same as a search engine and it’s not always reliable when checking

facts. Remember to be a critical AI reader.



○ Before using AI for English, review basic rules to catch any mistakes AI might make.

AI is not very developed in Finnish yet.

○ AI supports everyone: AI can help students with special needs. If you find reading

hard, AI can read aloud and make it easier for you. Explore AI to your own benefit.

○ Ask AI clearly: When you want AI's help, ask specific questions or give detailed

sentences. When you learn good prompts, share them with others.

Here are some prompts to help you get started with AI:

"Can you provide examples of simple
everyday conversations in English and

explain any cultural nuances?"

"What are some widely used phrasal verbs
in English, and how can I use them in

sentences?"

"How do I pronounce these specific words,
and can you provide tips for improving

pronunciation?"

"Can you recommend some short stories
or articles in English suitable for beginners

and explain the main themes?"

"Could you suggest some English songs or
short videos for improving my listening
skills, and explain the main ideas in

them?”

There are some links for teachers below. Please note that different schools may allow and

also ban the use of certain types of AI. New types of AI keep emerging all the time. Some

schools in Tampere, for example, are recommended to use Copilot and the browser Edge at

the time of writing (January, 2024). There's also a good manual available about the use and

ethics of AI published in Finnish: https://faktabaari.fi/dil/faktabaarin-tekoalyopas-on-julkaistu/

ChatGPT: https://chat.openai.com/

Copilot: https://copilot.microsoft.com/

Perplexity: https://www.perplexity.ai/

Claude 2: https://claude.ai/login

Curipod: https://curipod.com/

EduGPT: https://edugpt.com/

Twee: https://twee.com/

AI Lesson Plan: https://ailessonplan.com/

Quillbot: https://quillbot.com/

The Educator: https://theeducator.ai/

Diffit: https://beta.diffit.me/#topic

Learnt: https://learnt.ai/

Quizalize: https://www.quizalize.com/

Teachology: https://www.teachology.ai/

Quizziz: https://quizizz.com/?lng=en

CoolMindMaps:

https://www.coolmindmaps.com/

TeachMate:

https://teachmateai.com/free-tools

Magic School:

https://app.magicschool.ai/auth/signin?next=

%2Ftools

Canva:

https://www.canva.com/designschool/tutorial

s/canva-for-teachers/
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